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1. Fork cover, pair 10041089 

€139.90 

2. Fork cover including Type One turn signal,  

pair 10041176 

€219.90 

3. Fork cover including Type One turn signal + 

position light,  

pair 10041177 

 

€229.90 

4. Fork cover including Type Two turn signal,  

pair 10041264 

€229.90 

- Binding order -  

MOTOISM TM (Tailor Made) fork cover  

Configuration sheet 
 

 

 

Price: 

from €139.90 per set 

Please complete this form and send it by email to: 
 

Sonderbestellservice@louis.de 

We will process your order as quickly as possible. 

 
Unsure? 
If you’re unsure about anything, don’t 
hesitate to contact out Technical Support 
by email at any time: 

 
Technikcenter@louis.de 

 
 

 

Selection of the desired version: 
 

 

 

Diameter 

Please enter the diameter of your columns in mm (max. 

56 mm). You will find the instructions for measuring in 

"Documents" (measuring instructions). 
 

 
Height 

Please enter the minimum spacing between your upper and lower triple trees in mm. You will 

find the instructions for measuring in "Documents" (measuring instructions). 
 

 
 

 

Specify for fork cover + Type One turn signal and Type One turn signal + position light 
only: 

Rake * 

In order to guarantee maximum visibility for your turn signals, please enter your rake here. It is 

normally between 37°- 23° or 53°- 67°. If you do not know it, enter the average value for naked 

bikes with 64°. 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 
Information about cancelling your order: 

Please be aware that MOTOISM fork covers are specially 

manufactured in Germany to customer specifications. This means 

that they cannot be returned. 

 
For more information see Item I 9.2 Exceptions to the right of 

cancellation in our Standard Terms and Conditions under T&Cs. 

 
About our Privacy Policy: 

 

The personal data which you provide to us is used for processing 

your order. In line with the rule of balancing interests (Art. 6 (1f) 

GDPR), we use your data to keep our customer master data up to 

date. To find out more about our privacy policy, please go to 

https://www.louis.eu/datenschutz. You can withdraw your consent 

to receiving advertising and promotions at any time without giving a 

reason via the individual advertisements, by sending an email to 

service@louis.eu. Detlev Louis Motorrad-

Vertriebsgesellschaft mbH datenschutz@louis.eu 

As at: 12/2020 

Degrees° 

mm 

mm 

Louis Order no. 

Customer 
Customer number (if available) 

First name 

Surname 

Street address 

Postcode/Town/Country 

E-mail 

Tel./Mobile 

 

Method of payment 

Purchase on account 
(Only possible for deliveries to D, A and CH) 

 

Payment in advance 

(Possible in all countries) 
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